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Heading to Mexican territory the Alaska Expedition of Dubanok after arriving
motorcycle to Alaska
http://bit.ly/1e3iCuh
San Francisco, California, July 13, 2016. After reaching the target set when arriving at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, the
most remote place in the American continent where a motor vehicle can reach, Dubanok Onoff has traveled
thousands of miles and is in the city of San Francisco to enter soon in Mexican territory in way to the capital of the
country.
Throughout 13 days of crossing in the return route, the Mexican biker of Colombian origin is arriving at the city
of San Francisco, after to cross all the territory of Alaska and to enter Canada in its motorcycle "The Black
Tomasa ", which has had an excellent performance, bypassing considerable challenges arising from the climate
and the conditions of the ways.
The return began in Fairbanks, the largest city in the interior region of Alaska and the second largest city of the
state, after Anchorage, to where Dubanok could arrive after two days of bad weather.
The next point was the Denali Reservation, where is the McKinley amount, the highest in the United States with
6,194 meters above sea level.
The road to Anchorage was in bad weather and from there the Alaska Expedition headed to Palmer, to continue
with rounds 900 kilometers and reach the territory of Canada in a place called White Horse where the challenges
have to do with the camps at night due to the so-called "Bear Alerts" and the risks that evidently it it means.
The next point on Dubanok's trip was Watson Lake, a town located on the historic 635 mile Alaska in the Yukon,
near the border with the province of British Columbia and from there heading towards Vancouver.

An interesting point on this route was the Glacial Salmon which offered some of the most beautiful views with canyons,
rivers, mountains and lakes in a way where the rain is no longer a constant in the journey.
One day rest the seven of July after 27 of roll and more than 16,500 kilometers from the exit in the City of Mexico The road
continues to the territory of the United States to Washington, passing through Seattle and then to Oregon, even by dirt
roads to Lake Crater, a famous geological formation that created a lake formed in the caldera of a volcano and where
there was the opportunity to shoot with other bikers from the area, surprised by the presence of a Mexican biker in that
place.
The next state was California, where Dubanok is currently located and where it was able to enjoy the Red Crest, characterized by giant trees that give an atmosphere of peace and relaxation.
This is how the Alaska Expedition biker Dubanok is located at the gates of San Francisco in the north central part of the
state of California.

